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Madison Public Art Project   

The Madison Public Art Project (MPAP), is a 

501(c)(3) nonprofit arts organization that fosters 

innovative contemporary public art projects to 

strengthen communities by engaging with art. 

Supporting emerging and established artists, the 

Madison Public Art Project relies on corporations, 

grants, individual donors, community support, and in-

kind contributions. Our public art installations inspire 

imagination, encourage civic participation, fuel artistic 

development, and connect artists to local 

communities.

For further information please visit: 
www.MadisonPublicArtProject.com
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WELCOME   

Welcome to Vibrant Hydrant, an important project 
featuring the painting of eleven artists who worked with a 
very unique “canvas”… a local fire hydrant. The artists 
design selections represent Wisconsin communities across 
Wisconsin Rapids, Madison, Wind Lake, Mount Horeb, 
Burlington, McFarland, and Stoughton. 

The MPAP is delighted to bring this innovative project to 
fruition embracing art to elevate the human spirit as we 
remember a difficult day in our history. I want to thank all 
the artists who participated by sharing their inspiring and
creative painting as they reflected on a way to honor those 
who we lost due to the events of 9/11/2001. I know these 
vibrant hydrants will cause people to pause, think, reflect, 
and will be appreciated by friends, family, community 
residents, and visitors as they remain on view for many 
years to come.

Thank you for visiting! 

Jillian Talarczyk
Founder & Creative Director
Madison Public Art Project



Vibrant Hydrant, 2022
Acrylic Paint on Hydrant 
September 11th, 2022
#VibrantHydrant

Vibrant Hydrant offers a creative way for neighbors and visitors 

to connect with public art in an urban environment. We know 

that art holds the power to bring communities together and to 

foster recovery and resilience. Take a look at some of the 

hydrant designs selected for this project! 
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Artist: Brooke Wentland
Title: Under The C(anoe)

Artist: Bethany Benisch
Title: Putting Out The Flames

Artist: Lilada Gee 
Title: LOVE 

Artist: Ryan Swain
Title: MOOvin’ and groovin’



VIBRANT HYDRANT 
LEARNING ACTIVITIES   

• Make a poem about your experience visiting the Vibrant 
Hydrant project. You can use terms from the glossary of 
art terms. You can make it fun and interactive and use 
this activity as a poetry slam competition. Each poet will 
perform their spoken word piece live before their peers. 

• Design your own Vibrant Hydrant. What inspired you for 
your design? What is interesting, special, unique about 
your drawing? What does it “say” about you? 

• Create a different painting or hydrant drawing with 
different materials. What is different about this new 
medium? What do you like/dislike? What changed? What 
stayed the same?

• Ask an adult at home if you can use a water hose. Grab a 
hose on a nice sunny hot day and water your flowers like 
a firefighter. You can even dress up with you own safety 
hat! 
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DESIGN A HYDRANT   
Create your own hydrant! Use crayons, markers, 
colored pencils, or watercolors to design an artwork of 
your own. 

11Tag and share your project @madisonpublicartproject 
#VibrantHydrant



Coloring Book Pages   

The artists of Vibrant Hydrant reflected on the 

events of 9.11.2001 for this public art project to bring 

the community together. How would you design your 

own hydrant if you were the artist? 

Use your imagination to ignite your inner artist. What 

visual details would you include? Why? 

The following pages offer a range of coloring book 

pages perfect for kids and adults of all ages. 

Just grab your favorite marker, colored pencil, or 

brush and enjoy the process of making your own art.

Try experimenting with different mediums like 

watercolor, finger paints, colored pencils, markers, 

graphite or crayons to create many versatile 

designs. Print as many pages as you like! 

We would love to see your creations. You can post 

them #vibranthydrant and tag us 

@madisonpublicartproject. 
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Coloring Book Pages  

© Sapphira Afifi |  Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022
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Coloring Book Pages  

© Sapphira Afifi |  Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022
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Coloring Book Pages  

© Sapphira Afifi |  Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022



16© Lilada Gee |  Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022

Coloring Book Pages  



17© Bethany Benisch |  Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022

Coloring Book Pages  



18© Bethany Benisch | Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022

Coloring Book Pages  
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Coloring Book Pages  



20© Brooke Wentland | Madison Public Art Project | Vibrant Hydrant, 2022

Coloring Book Pages  
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Coloring Book Pages  
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Coloring Book Pages  
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Fire Tucks 
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Follow the maze from the 
fire truck to the house
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VIBRANT HYDRANT 
REFLECTION QUESTIONS

• Discuss the events of 9.11.2001 before or after visiting 
the fire hydrants on view along Monona Drive in Monona.
You can do this at home, virtually, or together in a
classroom. 

• What do the designs show? What do you notice?

• What are the visual details the artists included? Why do 
you think they included them? 

• How does this art make you feel? 

• Which hydrant is your favorite? Why? 

• What are public art projects like this important?

• What do you notice that is unique or special? What do 
you like about the design painted?

• Why is it important to celebrate, honor, and respect 
people’s differences?
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Note: Tampering with fire alarm systems in some states is 
considered a criminal offence and may result in a felony 
charge or prosecution. Pulling this alarm without a fire causes 
the fire department to direct their attention and resources to 
a false alarm which could result in putting others in real 
danger.  
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One Thing I learned after visiting this project was? Use 
these pages to journal and write about your thoughts. 

VIBRANT HYDRANT 
JOURNAL PAGES    

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
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VIBRANT HYDRANT 
JOURNAL PAGES    

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
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Vibrant Hydrant Crossword Puzzle   
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ACROSS

3. On fire.

5. Condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause 
danger risk or injury.

8. Hot glowing body of ignited gas that is generated by 
something on fire.

9. The commissioner with top executive rank or 
commanding officer in a fire department. 

12. Degree or intensity of heat present in a substance or 
object especially as expressed according to a 
comparative scale and shown by a thermometer or 
perceived by touch.

13. Cylindrical or round spout at the end of a pipe hose or 
tube used to control a jet of gas or liquid.

15. Fixture in a street or other public place with a nozzle 
by which a hose may be attached to a water main.

Vibrant Hydrant Crossword Clues    
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DOWN

1. Liquid that is blown or driven through the air in the form 
of tiny drops.

2. Someone designated or trained to respond to an 
emergency.

4. Quality of being hot or high temperature.

6. Long slender rounded piece of wood or metal- Hint: 
firefighters slide down this in the firehouse.

7. Visible suspension of carbon or other particles in air 
typically one emitted from a burning substance.

10. Vehicle carrying firefighters and equipment for 
fighting large fires.

11. Awareness of danger.

14. Structure consisting of a series of bars or steps 
between two upright lengths of wood metal or rope used 
for climbing up or down something.

15. Flexible tube conveying water used chiefly for 
watering plants and in firefighting.

Vibrant Hydrant Crossword Clues    
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Vibrant Hydrant 
Crossword Word List    

Ladder First Responder 

Alarm Temperature 

Pole Flames 

Fire Engine Hydrant 

Heat Hose 

Burning Safety

Nozzle Smoke 

Spray Fire Chief
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Crossword Puzzle Answer Key  



ART REFLECTION QUESTIONS    

Why is public art important? 

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

________________________________________________

What did you enjoy most about visiting the fire hydrants today 

in Monona? Why?

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

What is significant about this public art project to you?

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

We would love to hear your answers! Please share.
Send them to us at  info@madisonpublicartproject.com or tag
@madisonpublicartproject
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GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    

Review the Glossary of Art Terms- Acquaint students with

any unfamiliar terms. 

Abstraction  [ ab-strak-shn ] Non-representational works of 

art that do not depict scenes or objects in the world or have 

discernable subject matter.

Architecture [ ahr-ki-tek-cher ] The science, art, or 

profession of designing and constructing buildings, bridges, 

and other large structures.

Ben-Day dots Colored dots (generally in four colors: cyan, 

magenta, yellow, and black) used to create shading and

secondary colors in the mechanical reproduction of 

images.

Canvas [kan-vuhs] A closely woven, sturdy cloth of hemp, 

cotton, linen, or a similar fiber, frequently stretched over a 

frame and used as a surface for painting..

Chroma [krow-muh] The intensity of a given color.

Coating [know-tuhng] Varnish applied after the painting has 

dried to unify its surface gloss.
41



GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    

Color [ kuhl-er ] The perceived hue of an object, produced 

by the manner in which it reflects or emits light into the eye. 

Also, a substance, such as a dye, pigment, or paint, that 

imparts a hue.

Column [ kol-uhm ] A decorative or structural feature, most 

often composed of stone, typically having a cylindrical or 

polygonal shaft.

Commission [ kuh-mish-uhn ] To request, or the request for, 

the production of a work of art.

Composition [ kom-puh-zish-uhn ] The arrangement of the 

individual elements within a work of art so as to form a 

unified whole; also used to refer to a work of art, music, or 

literature, or its structure or organization.

Construct [kon-struhkt ] Something formed or constructed 

from parts.

Context [ kon-tekst ] The subject matter or significance of a 
work of art, especially as contrasted with its form. 

Culture [ kuhl-cher ] The customs, arts, social institutions, 

and achievements of a particular nation, people, or other 

social group.
42



GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    
Curator [ kyoo-rey-ter ] A person whose job it is to research 
and manage a collection and organize exhibitions.

Drawing [ draw-ing ] A work of art made with a pencil, pen, 

crayon, charcoal, or other implements, often consisting of 

lines and marks (noun); the act of producing a picture with 
pencil, pen, crayon, charcoal, or other implements. 

En plein air French for “outdoors” or plein air painting is 

the act of painting outdoors. 

Expression [ ik-spresh-uhn ] A facial aspect indicating an 

emotion; also, the means by which an artist communicates 
ideas and emotions.

Fauvism [ foh-vi-zuhm ] Style of painting in the first decade of 

the 20th century that emphasized strong, vibrant color and 

bold brushstrokes over realistic or representational qualities. 

Central among the loose group of artists were Henri Matisse 
and Andre Derain.

Figurative [ fi-gyr-uh-tiv ] Art retaining strong references to or 

depictions of the real world and particularly to the human 

figure.

Graphite [ gra-fite ] A soft, greasy mineral form of carbon with 

a steel-gray to black metallic luster, used as a drawing 

material.
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GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    
Harlem Renaissance [ reh-nuh-saans] A period of African 

American literary, artistic, and intellectual activity centered in 

the New York City neighborhood of Harlem, spanning from the 

1920s to the mid-1930s. Considered one of the most 

significant periods of cultural production in US history, the 

Harlem Renaissance fostered a new African American cultural 

identity.

Medium [ mee-dee-uhm ] The materials used to create a 

work of art, and the categorization of art based on the 

materials used (for example, painting [or more specifically, 
watercolor], drawing, sculpture).

Mood [ mood ] A state of mind or emotion, a pervading 

impression.

Organic [ or-ga-nuhk ] Derived from materials or forms with 

characteristics of a biological entity or organism, or 

developing in the manner of a living thing

Painter [ payn-tr ] A an artist who paints pictures.

Pigment [ pig-muhnt ] A substance, usually finely powdered, 

that produces the color of any medium. When mixed with 
oil, water, or another fluid, it becomes paint.

Pointillism [ poyn-tuh-li-zm] is a technique of painting in 

which small, distinct dots of color are applied in patterns to 

form an image. George Seurat and Paul Signac developed 

the technique in 1886, branching from Impressionism. 
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GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    

Popular culture Cultural activities, ideas, or products that 

reflect or target the tastes of the general population of any 
society.

Primary color  One of three base colors (blue, red, or 

yellow) that can be combined to make a range of colors.

Rendering [ ren-der-ing ] A representation, executed in 
perspective, of a proposed structure.

Sculpture [ skuhlp-chr ] A three-dimensional work of art 

made by a variety of means, including carving wood, 

chiseling stone, casting or welding metal, molding clay or 
wax, or assembling materials.

Setting [ she-tuhng ] The context or environment in which a 
situation occurs.

Shape The form or condition in which an object exists or 
appears.

Site-specific [ spuh-si-fuhk ] Describes a work of art 
designed for a particular location.
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GLOSSARY OF ART TERMS    

Sketch A rendering of the basic elements of a composition, 

often made in a loosely detailed or quick manner. Sketches 

can be both finished works of art or studies for another 

composition.

Stencil [ sten-sl] Produces an image or pattern by applying 

pigment to an intermediate object—usually a thin sheet of 

material such as paper, plastic, wood, or metal—with 

designed gaps that allow the pigment to reach the exposed 

portions of a surface below. The stencil is both the resulting 

image or pattern and the intermediate object.

Subject matter The visual or narrative focus of a work of 
art.

Technique [ tek-neek ] The method with which an artist, 

writer, performer, athlete, or other producer employs 

technical skills or materials to achieve a finished product or 

endeavor.

Watercolor [ waa-tr-kuh-lr ] Paints composed of pigments 

ground to an extremely fine texture in an aqueous solution of 

gum Arabic or gum tragacanth. The absence of white fillers, 

such as those in gouache, creates a medium with luminous 

transparency.
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STAY CONNECTED!    

Join us for upcoming art walks and other exciting news. 

We will be hosting artists talks with the artists of Vibrant 

Hydrant, led by Jillian Talarczyk, President of Madison 

Public Art Project.

Stay connected with the Madison Public Art Project on 

social media for updates on our upcoming events. 

Instagram @madisonpublicartproject

Email info@madisonpublicartproject.com
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DONATE TO SUPPORT 

Projects like this require public support. Please 
consider a tax-deductible donation today!        
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